GENETIC ANCESTRY

REVEAL

with MARK ANTHONY NEAL


HOSTED BY:

CENTER ON GENOMICS, RACE, IDENTITY, DIFFERENCE [GRID]
CENTER FOR ARTS, DIGITAL CULTURE & ENTREPRENEURSHIP [CADCE]

PANELISTS:
- Rick Kittles (Director, Center for Population Genetics; Professor, Surgery and Public Health, University of Arizona; and co-founder of the company, African Ancestry, Inc.)
- Alondra Nelson (Professor of Sociology and Gender Studies; Dean of Social Sciences, Columbia University)
- Mark Anthony Neal (Professor of African & African American Studies; Director of the Center for Arts, Digital Culture & Entrepreneurship [CADCE], Duke University)

MODERATORS:
- Charmaine DM Royal (Associate Professor of African & African American Studies; Director of the Center on Genomics, Race, Identity, Difference [GRID], Duke University)
- Karla FC Holloway (James B. Duke Professor of English with appointments in Law, Women's Studies, and African & African American Studies, Duke University)